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Fish and Water Temperature
An Env'ronmental Investigation

BY

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

MINNESOTA ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES FOUNDATION, INC.

Design and Illustrations by
JAN BLY!..ER

Like the other units in this series of Environmental Investigations,
Fish and Water Temperature is designed to give the student a better
feeling for the contents and workings of his own environment. In this unit
specifically, temperature and breathing rate of goldfish are shown to be
linked. This interrelationship is only a minute portion of the elements of
the environment. But, if the student can grasp the existence of a small
segment of these elements and understand how one can affect another,
then a larger implication should follownamely, that he, too, is sharing
space and dependent upon the well-being of his environmental "neigh-
bors." Younger students might not be able to say this, but hopefully the
concept will be an outgrowth of partaking in the activities.

Parts of this unit may provide material for your mathematics program;
written reports of the students' investigations could be part of a language
arts writing assignment; or, the implications of the model which is devel-
oped might be discussed in conjunction with certain social studies
problems.

We hope you will be adventurous in using this unit. Everything

relates to everything else.
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INTRODUCTION

A!: L. t" z),", d h thou enuonment Some at the Chan).7e CAUSed

t. t.n,,h1nrt.:14,11 act ik Add\ not:, (\able. othets c;)11 be

t all ctt r,ond,, on ;.h,:h factor and which organism you consider. In this unit.
wer yLis I eintine fish Hopefully, each student vill d;sco\.er to himself how
the rate :it re-Tuaben 1 a 11,t) is affected by changing the temperature ol the fish.

I ntent
In flo, tne 't;til nio'oNtront the than that associated with feeding . is actoally

.1 "swall'.'en;,- et water. This water is expelled through the gills. In observing as fish.
it is apparent that the gill covers move as the mouth closes. When this happens. the
,s-nor hk tht7. :lir humans use in breathing The fish opens its mouth, takes in water.
Jese ts mouth, and tor:es the water back across the gills. Dissolved oxygen is
extracted and carbon dioxide is released. The rate of mov:ment of the gill covets and
mouth is directly related to the temperature of the water 'vhich surrounds the fish.
This is the case because the oxygen demnd of a fish is dependent upon body tem-
perature. and body temperature is determined largely by water temperature.

In general, as temperatures are lowered, the rate uf chemical reactions is also
reduced. )r- fish. effects of environmental teriperature changes can be visibly noted
by checking the changes in the rate of movement of the mouth or the gill covers,
Fish. and crganisrns lihe them which cannot maintain a constant body temperature,
have metabolisms which react very sensitively to heat changes. When the "body-
temperature of a fish is lowered, the rate of chemical reactions inside its body slows

down, In turn, the fish's oxygen demands are lowered, the volume of water passed

over the gills is reduced. and thus, the rate of movement of gill covers and mouth is
reduced. An observer watching the gill covers and mouth should be able to detect

these changes in rate of movement.
The activities in this unit tire designed to give students the opportunity to con-

struct a model of as system whose components are initially unknown, These com-
ponents will be determined through investigation. At first, the idea of what constitutes
a model may be difficult for some students to grasp. A model could be a graph show-
ing interrelationships of variables, such as breathing rates and temperature changes.
in one sense as model is like a story. You are given a collection of information. The
information, in +urn. gives a clear picture of some event or phenomenon. Jest like a

story, a model may tell you riot only what happens. when, and under what conditions,
but it also may clues for why certain things have occurred.

Essentially, the model the students will construct in this unit will contain infor-
mation which indicates that the breathing rate of a fish will change as the tempera-
ture of the water changes. Using the model, the students shou!d also be able to dis-
cover possible reasons for why this happens. The extent to which you pursue the
idea of a model with your students or discuss with them the concept of respiration
will depend both upon their sophistication and ycur ideas for developing this unit.

MATERIALS

goldfish. -2 for each group of 2 or 3
students

dip nets
small containers with lids-2 for each

group of 2 or 3 students
centigrade-Fahrenheit thermometers
2 large aquariums, each with pump and

aerator

guppy food
assorted pails or large jars
"aged" water*
refrigerator
measuring cups
graph paper
gravel

"Aging the water will allow any chlorine to escape, and the temi.,erature to adjust.
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Fish and Water Temperature
INVESTIGATING GOLDFISH BEHAVIOR
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MATERIALS

On the day before you plan to begin the activities,
obtain the goldfish from a variety store. Divide the
fish eve nly bet-en the two aquariums, which have
been filled with "aged" water - that is, water that
has been allowed to stand exposed to the air of the
classroom overnight. Each aquarium must have a
pump and aerator. (There should be a thermometer
in the water of each tank.) Leave one aquarium in
the classroom so that it can adjust to room tem-
perature. Place the second aquarium in the refrig-
erator. The refrigerator should be one that can be
adjusted to temperatures of about 34-35 F. (approx-
imately 1.5 C.) and about 44-45 F. (approximately
7.1 C.). For the first part of this experiment, set
the refrigerator at the lower reading. The pump and
aerator should be kept running while the aquarium
is in the refrigerator.

Be sure the room temperature aquarium contains
enough fish so that there is one fish for every two or
three students. The refrigerator aquarium should
contain the same number of fish.

It is important that all temperature changes in
the water be gradual: otherwise, the fish might be
harmed. However, if temperatures are raised and low-
ered over a period of time, the fish should adjust ade-
quately. When you put Ole aquarium in the refrigera-
tor. do not add cold water to lower the temperature
quickly. Let the refrigerator do the cooling gradually.
Also place enough empty jars in the refrigerator so
that each group will have one later.

4

The presence of the fish in the cla.,sroom may
ha:0 already generated a number' of questions. The
students rmeht wish to pursue those preliminary
questions for a short period of t:.re. The questions
might even provicle the direction for this first sec-
tion. Obviously, not all questions can be explored or
answered. There may not be time Zo do so. How-
ever. time spent in searching for some answers
should not be considfe-ed wasted. Investigation is
of value in and of itself. Younger students should
have a chance to "get acquainted" with their fish.
Later on when attention is directed to more specific
problems, they will be less apt to want to play with
the fish. It is also possible that during this period of
unstructured observation the students may raise
euestions pertaining to other activities in the unit.
These questions may provide a convenient bridge
between this first activity and the remaining ones.

The direction and duration of these preliminary
observations should be guided primarily by the
interest and sophistication of the students. Observa-
tion and discovery :-.hould be enjoyable; when it is
not. the students may be ready for the more specific
activities which follow.

'e)
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Start nixt aklivitios wing the water and the
fish twin the room temperature aquarium.

Divide the class into small groups. One student
from each group could be responsible for tiling that
group's container with aged water and putting one
fish in each container. The groups should then ob-
serve the behavior of the iish, possibly seeking
answers to some questions already raised.

Question:
Do the fish always stay together in a group?

Suggestion #1 for the students:
Try placing a single fish in each of two small
containers set next to each other. Observe whether
or not the fish orient themselves toward one an-
other. Do they seem to notice other fish? How do
they behave? Separate the containers with a book
or piece of paper. Does the behavior change? (Do
not suggest what they probably will do. Encourage
the students to describe the actions of their fish.)

Question:
Do the fish prefer light or dark places?

Suggestion #2 for the students:
Cover one half of a container with black paper or
some other material so that part of it is darker.
Put the lid on for a few moments and turn the
jar on its side. Support the jar with books to pre-
vent it from rolling off a desk (see diagram).
Observe the position the fish takes in the con-
tainer.

Question:
Do the fish always swim near the bottom of the
aquarium?

Suggestion #3 for the students:
Observe a fish to see if it moves up and down
more freely in a jar than it does the aquarium.

0

Question:
What might happen if several fish are placed in
the small aq..;arium?

Suggestion #4 for the students:
Place several fish in one container and ompare
their behavior with that of a single fish. Is the
group of fish more or less active than the single
fish? (This investigation can be done by one group
of students. They can then share their observa-
tions with tl-e class.)

Question:
What is happening when the fish opens and closes
its mouth?

Suggestion #5 for the students:
Observe the mouth opening and closing and then
observe whether or not anything elsefins, gills
may also be moving at about the same rate as
does the mouth. Count the number of times the
mouth and gill covers open and close in a conven-
ient time period. (Fifteen seconds is a convenient
time period, but others can be used as well. To get
a good average "counts per 15 seconds," have the
chi.dren taKe several 15-second counts, add all the
counts together and divide by the number of tim-
ings made. Two students are required to do this- -
one to time and one to count. If eight 15 second
timings were made and found to be the following
counts-11, 9, 8, 12, 11, 10, 9, 10that would be 80
counts in 2 minutes or an average of 10 counts per
15 seconds. Note that in some of the experiments
you may also want to adapt the counting proce-
dures and determine, for example, the counts per
minute. Again, it would be best to average several
timings.) Does there seem to be any relatio lship
between the opening of the mouth and the open-
ing of the gill covers?

5



Question:
How do the' fins work?

Suggestion A6 for the students:
Observe the action of the fins as the fish moves,
Some fins are paired, others are not. Notice if
one fin in each pair always moves in the same way
as the other. Do the movements of certain fins
seem to have anything to do with swimming
actions?

DORSAL
FINFiN

PECTRAL
FIN

ANAL PELVic,FIN

The children may ask many other questions which
cannot be answered readily through simple experi-
mentation, for example:

How old are females when they start laying eggs?
What kind of fish are they?
Why do they have scales?
Is this the largest they get?
Do male fish lay eggs?
How often should you clean the aquarium?
Some discussion may be necessary in order to

have the students understand what constitutes a
testable question.

DEVELOPING A MODEL FOR CHANGING
BEHAVIOR

In the previous section, ' Investigating Goldfish
Behavior," the students raised some questions about
fish, investipted some aspects of fish behavior, and
may have even proposed tentative explanations for
what they observed. In this present activity, their
attention will be directed to one specific investiga-
tion: Will the fish behave differently if the tempera-
ture of their water environment changes?

In order to answer this question, the students
must become involved in several scientific opera-
tions--- experimentation, measurement, and record-
ing of data. The end result of these activities will
be the construction of E: graph depicting the inter-
relationship between the breathing rate of the fish

6

and the changing water temperature. The graph
will serve as a loundation upon which to bas, future
predictions.

Parts of this section include measurement and
recording activities. The success of the unit will be
dependent upon obtaining accurate measurements
and recording them systematically in some standard
fashion. You will want to discuss these topics with
the students before they begin the experiments.

Part 1. Determination of
Breathing Rates at
Room Temperature

A method for determining the breathing rate of
the fish was suggested in the first section of this
unit, "Investigating Goldfish Behavior". If none of
the students tried that activity at that time, it is
suggested that they do so before continuing with
this section. (See suggestion #5 on page 5.)

The students will work in small groups. Each
group will need a thermometer, a small container, a
goldfish from the room temperature aquarium, and
a standard amount of aged water i room tempera-
ture. (Thermometers break easily; caution the stu-
dents about their use.) Before the students obtain
their water and goldfish, they snottld determine the
quantity of water to be used.

Once the class has decided on some standard
quantity of water (there must be an amount suffi-
cient for the fish to swim in), the groups may ob.,,in
it from the aquarium or another supply which has
been provided. Now the fish may be placed in the
water. Some of the fish will become quite active as
a result of the transfer. The gill cover and mouth
movement count will not be accurate under these
circumstatices. It is necessary to delay counting
until the fish have adjusted to their new environ-
ment. The temperature of the water should be taken
and recorded. Since all students are using the same
water source, temperatures will probably be about
the same for all students.



As was noted ,,atr, Goldfish Behavior,"
coints will prohobli he most accurate if thc y are
dcrip for fifteensecond time intervals. Thus, eight
counts of fifteen-second duration each can be taken
(' his can be varied) and recorded by each group of
students. The ffteensecond counts may he added
together and divided by the number of counts to give
counts per 15 seconds. Another temperature reading
should he taken and recorded Set aside fish and
containers for use in Part 2.

When the class has finished, ask if there were any
similarities among the eight counts each group ob-
tained. Ask w iat factors are apt to influence the
degree of similarity. Ask if the water temperature
was the same before and after the eight counts. If
not, ask how they would account for and deal with
the difference.

In Part 2 the students will obtain additional data
on the goldfish at lowered water temperatures. You
might want to start off by discussing with the
students some ideas for what might be done to
cause a change in the counts per 15 seconds.

Part 2. Determination of
Breathing Rates at
Lowered Temperatures

MATERIALS
goldfish
containers and water, all from the aquarium
that has been in the refrigerator overnight.
(The goldfish should be about the same
size as those used in Part 1.)

Each group of students should be given a jar full
of water from the aquarium which has been cooled
overnight and one goldfish from that same aquari-
um. Again, it will be necessary to allow the fish to
adjust before taking the counts. Then, repeat the
counting procedure as in Part 1, recording tempera-
tures and counts per 15 seconds. As soon as this
counting Is finished, the aquarium should be placed
back in the refrigerator at the warmest setting and
left until the next day. (Later ;n this section the
students will be asked to record breathing rates at
this intermediate temperature. Again the aquarium
should contain pump. aerator and thermometer.)

As an alternative you may want to use the same
fish that were used in Part 1. After recording the
data for the breathing rate at room temperature, you
should place these fish in the aquarium which con-
tains water at room temperature, and then place
the aquarium in the refrigerator overnight. The only
major disadvantage here is that the students will

not be able to do both parts on the same day. There
is an ;itivanta).!e, however, in that you rould he able
to record changes for the same fish.

Part 3. Graphing the Data

1171 M 1
graph war maritad
squares

In this part of the unit, the students will begin
to organize the data collected in Parts 1 and 2. Your
approach to this problem will depend upon the
experiences your students have tad with data orga-
nization and graph construction.

The immediate problem will be to organize the
data in some fashion so that the entire class may
view one another's ;esults. Permit the students to
suggest how this can oe accomplished by asking
them to consider some ways of collecting the data
so that it can be discussed by everyone. If a student
suggests a chart, have him put his ideas on the
blackboard. Maybe one student will produce a chart
somewhat similar to the following sample. (Note:
The data on this and following graphs are only for
illustration and are not intended to indicate, neces-
sarily. the information the children will find.)

10
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The mportant thing is to make certain that all
data appearrnc on the charts are related to the
proper tomperature. If no one suggests a chart,
have one person from each group go to the board
and record his data and tempeatures in any fashion
he wants Then, through questioning, the class can
be helped to see that more organization is needed
to discuss the results intelligently.

While a chart represents the first step in the
organization of the data by depicting some inter-
relationships between variables, there are still better
ways to do this. Can the students think of any of
these ways? If someone suggests the construction
of a graph from the charted data, maybe others will
suggest ho.%, the graph can be made. Will the data
have to be averaged? If so, should all the data be
averaged for one temperature or are there ways to
show each group average on a graph?

In the event that no one suggests a graph or has
any notions of how to construct one, you may wish
to use some of the following techniques in guiding
them through its construction. It may be best to
begin by asking them why certain observations are
often put into graph form. You will want them to
see that a graph communicates a great deal of
information efficiently. Most students have seen
graphs and have had to read them. They probably
know that there are many different types of graphs- -
pie graphs, bar graphs, line graphsbut they may
not know that under certain circumstances one type
is preferable to another. A line graph can be con-
structed from a bar graph and it is often easier for
students to begin graphing this way.

A bar graph can be easily constructed from a data
chart. Make each gill beat or mouth movement equal
to I inch on a strip of paper. Let's say, for example,
there is an average of 7 beats per 15 seconds for a
given temperature. Then a strip of paper 31/2 inches
long would represent that datum. The students could
then cut strips of paper to represent their respective

8

group's data for each temperature. These could be
motint,:,d on the board in order of increasing tem-
perature, as follows:

All bars touch a common base line. This is a
"rule" the students should understand. Younger
students may need a more elaborate explanation
of graphs.

The students know what the strips mean, but
without some labels, no one else would under-
stand what they signify. Ask them where labels
could be placed to make the meaning clearer to an
"outsider." Each strip could be labeled but that
might be confusing; however, if labels were placed
along the left side and across the bottom, the
meaning would be greatly clarified. Since the length
of the strip is determined by the average gill or mouth
beat for fifteen seconds, ask the class what kind of
label would I3e used to express that idea and where
it should be placed. Each strip also represents a tem-
perature. Ask the class where it would be appropriate
to place a label indicating temperature. The following
is an example of an improved graph.

(Fig. C)

/ 57 7

1 2 3 4 1 8 0 1 1 0 U P 1 2 3 4 1 3

3$'P (visa of area
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The preeedine vraph is not romplptely satisfac-
tory for rlay, eureoNeN Count~ made at tempera-
tures between the two existing sets, for example.
would necessitate moving some of the ears. Some
means of yrnplifying the graph should be explored
with the students.

Substituting numbers and points for the strips
would be one way to simplify the graph. It is possible
to replace the strips with two sets of numbers and
still retain 31! of the data, In order to do this, data
reflected by the students could first be transferred
to graph paper as a bar graph. Each square on the
grid could represent one beat. The result would be
a reproduction of the paper strip graph. but on a
much smaller scale. Also, each student could have
his own graph.

Now ask the students if there would be a way to
impr.ive the graph so that they could tell more
easily what each bar signifies. The idea of placing a
vertical number line at the left side of the graph
should emerge from the discussion. Once the verti-
cal number line is established, ask if the bars are
necessary Ask what could be done to replace the
bars and retain the information. Maybe the use of
points will be suggested. If each count can be repre-
sented by a point, ask if the class can also think of a
way to represent the temperature more easily. Might
another number line be created across the base of
the graph to show temperature?

The results of this discussion could be a graph
similar to the one which follows.

Fig. D)
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if two or m "re pairs of students obtain exactly
the same data from a given temperature, those
points will fall on top of one another. Further sim-
plification can be accomplished by averaging the
averages for each temperature; however, it might be
instructive to start off by discussing some reasons
for the differences in each set of data.

The final product might appear similar to the
owing graph, where average counts and tempera-

tures have been computed and plotted.
(Fig. E)
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Ask the students what kind of line should be
drawn to connect these pointsstraight or curved?
(This cannot be properly answered until data for
at least one more temperature is obtained.) Ask
what that line means in very general terms. Can
numbers be associated with its meaning even
though they do not appear on the graph?

Now the graph is a model of sortsa representa-
tion of the interrelationship between breathing rate
and temperature for the particular fish used. it can
therefore be said that as the temperature of the
water changes, so does the breathing rate of the
fish. Ask what the direction of this change is. Does
the rate increase or decrease at: the temperature
is lowered? These observations can be elicited from
the students after the graph has been constructed.
As a model, the graph reveals more than the fact
that a change has occurred in the fish-water system.
But in order to be certain of the direction of change,
more data must be gathered.

Part 4. Determination of
Breathing Rates at
Intermediate
Temperatures

12
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Again. each ka-oup of students should be given a
1,1r full of ,.,steer tr, on the aquarium that has been
cooled overnight but this or ,e at the warmest sct-
Ong and one fish from that aquarium. Once again
it will be tIOCOS,Ity to aiiow the fish to adjust to
being moved around. Have the students begin this
part by taking the temperature of the water. N.,xt.
have them record prediction; for the number cf
counts per 15 seconds that a goldfl-,h would have
at that temperature. Then. they should check their
predictions by testing the counts per 15 seconds.
Each studen, should compare his prediction with
the experimental result and rep and the latter on his
graph,

Ask how their predictions compare with the data
obtaineo. What are some of the reasons for error in
their predictions? Can the accuracy of predictions
be improved with the addition of more data'

The students are new at the point where yDu
want them to be able to read and interpret the
graph with some competency. The success of the
next section will be dependent upon the degree to
which they have developed those skills.

REFINING THE MODEL

Review with the class the events of the preceding
section. and discuss in more detail the idea that
the graph is a model of the fish-water system. Ex-
plain that you now wish to verify the usefulness of
this model by doing some activities related to the
system. When a model is verified it is tested for its
applicability. You want to know if the model can be
used in such a way that it represents reality, Most
students have seen models of the solar system or
globes of the world. Neither are the real thing. but
both are attempts at representation, of reality and.
as such. can be useful devices.

Our model will prove useful if the students are
able to predict with increasing accuracy the results
of additional trials.

10

On tne day before you want to conduct the activi-
ties in the following section, take the aquarium that
has been in the refrigerator (with its fish) and place
it in a spot where the temperature will level off at
about 55 F. In the winter you might be able to accom-
plish this by placing the aquarium in a cool spot in
the hallway. Place the other aquarium (with its fish)
near a radiator or some other place where its tem-
perature will level off at about 77 F.

At the begmnaig of class on the day you plan to
do these activities. prepare two sets of containers-
7 or 8 containers in each set. (1) Each jar in the first
set will contain about 16 ounces of the warm water
(77 F) and one fish each from the warm aquarium.
(2) Each jar in the second set will contain only the
cooled rater (55 F) and one fish each from the cool
aquarium.

1..)6/ide the class into two groups with half the class
in each group. Members of each group should form
into pairs. Ycu will probably have seven or eight pairs
of students each group. Each pair in the first group
will receive a container of the warm water and a fish
from that aquarium, Each pair in the second group
will receive a container of the cool aquarium water
and a fish from that aquarium.

Ask the first group to take a gill or mouth rate
count as done before and to predict the water tem-
perature after obtaining to rate. At the same time,
the other group can take the water temperature of its
samples and predict a respiration rate, The fish
will already be in the water, but the students should
not take their count until they have made their
estimates. What are the results of their predictions?
On what were they based? How can their predictions
be verified?

The students can verify this by filling in the
missing components of their systems, i.e., taking
a thermometer reading or a fish respiration count.
After verification you may want them to plot the
new data on their graphs and then discuss the entire
curve. Some questions for discussion might include:

1. What is the shape of the line? Is it straight or
curved?

Using only the graph, have the students consider
two or three breathing rates which have not been

13



determined experimentally but whi,--.11 are within the
range of the ones ilreddy plotted.

2. Can the students estimate at what tempera-
ture each count would be found?
HON certain can they be of the p:pdiction,z
which fall outside the counh',-per-15.second
range that they've recorded?

The operation needed when predictions gc beyond
the range of known data is extrapolation. "Extrapo-
lation" literally means "outside the poles". The
poles" in this case are the first two sets of data

collected hy the students in Parts 1 and 2 of the
previous section. "Developing a Model for Changing
Behavior." Those data were obtained for two tem
perature extremes. Additional data were obtained for
temperatures within those established limits in
Part 3 of "Developing a Model for Changing Be-
havio When predicting beyond the known limits
of the data students must make inferences based
upon what is known.

The accuracy of the inferences is often consider-
ably less than the accuracy one obtains through
the operation of interpolation predicting additional
data within the range of known data, Accuracy is
also dependent upon the interrelationship between
the variables. If the graph is a straight line, both
operations will produce accurate data. If the mathe-
matical interrelationship is represented by a curved
line rather than a straight line, extrapolation is not
advisable. The students may extrapolate to some
extent with their data. but only with decreasing
accuracy it is not necessary for the terms 'extrap-
olation" and "inr,rpolation" to be used with the
younger students. For these students. it is preferable
to perform and discuss the nature of the operations
without the terminology.

The next section will consider some of the broader
implications of the model as it applies to several
fundament& problems of environmental science.

APPLYING THE MODEL TO ADDITIONAL
PROBLEMS

m the preceding sections students have devoted
some time to an interpretation of the graph. They
should understand that the graph is a model of a
relationship between the breathing rate of the gold-
fish and temperature of their environment. This ;-e-
lationship can be expressed by the following gener-
alization: As environmental temperature vajes, a
corresponding variation in breathing rate occurs.
This generalization applies to i,aldfish. Ask the stu-
dents whether they think it will apply to all fish? Can
tnis generalization apply to animals other than fish?
Is variation in breathing rate the only response an
animal makes to temperature variation? What are

the implications of the model re'ative to wildlife
management?

These and Aher cop!, ;iorr, will promie the focus
for a discussion w.to .'ie students which will lead
them to some applications of their model, and possi-
bly to further study.

If ttte students 7-e able to apply their model to
"solution" of rather basic problems in biol-

ogy, .i.ey will broaden the model's significance and
begin to develop the power which comes from un-
derstanding it. The ability to explain new phenom-
ena in terms of this new model will also indicate
the degree to which they have understood the model.

MATERIALS
graphscompieletIMPost41

Work completed up to this point in the investiga-
tion of relations betweer temperature and behavior
of goldfish showed that there was a correlaton be-
tween temperature and goldfish breathing rate,
Students have already formulated models of this
relationship and graphs to predict the results of
experimentation. Now the student is ready to gen-
eralize and expand his model. Through induction he

increase his understanding of heat as an envi-
ronmental factor.

Included in the following pages are graphs pre-
senting data which relate temperature variation to
the behavioral patterns of organisms which have
been exposed to those variations. This information
may be given to the student for examination. Expan-
sion of the concept may be brought about through
class discussion. F.rhaps a student will wish to

-! the materials home and try to formulate his
own model prior to the class activities.

Data shown in Figure 1 indicate that a relation-
ship exists between the depth of a body of water
and the temperature at varying levels. There may
well Le some students who are already aware of this
fact. Their experiences can be used to draw the
class into a discussion of the possible teasons for
this phenomenon. Figure 2 shows that this relation-
ship is continuous throughout the year but subject
to mortification by the air temperature. One can
thereto, use these graphs to illustrate the influence
of climate on aquatic habitats. Do the students
think that there is a significant mixing of the lake
water occurring in Figure 1? Ask if they think that
the depth of a lake could be a factor which influ-
ences the amount of mixing that occurs.

Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the response of some
living things will correspond to variations in tem-
perature. The depth at which fish are found will vary

14
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with temperature gradients and also with the sea-
sons. Ask the students if this is because the tem-
perature of the caster in winter may not be the same
as the summer temperatures indicated in Figure 1.
As if the tendencies shown in Figure 2 are in agree-
ment with their hypothesis. Ask if some fish repre-
sented on the graph are affected to a greater degree
than others.

Scientists have also demonstrated that there is a
correlation between the environmental temperature
and the song of crickets. (A more detailed discus-
sion of this topic is given in the back of the book.)

Data presented in Figure 4 shows that the number
of chirps (stridulations) per minute is dependent
upon temperature. Now the generalization might be
expanded to include other organisms in the animal
kingdom. This data could be used as the impetus for
outside reading in search of the reason for this varia-
tion in chirp rate. This information might help the
student expand his model into a more meaningful
generalization about his own environment. Other
topics, such as hibernation, could be discussed in
relation to this unit.

Figure 1. Relation between depth and water tem-
perature in a deep water lake in summer.

12

Figure 2. Seasonal change in water temperature at
different depths as recorded in a mieiwes-
tern lake.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the ranges of some fish as related to seasonal temperature changes.
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Figure 4. Relation of chirp rate of the tree cricket to temperature.

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

Fish and Water Temperature is one unit in a
possible sequence of units investigating animal
behavior in response to stimuli. A major concern in
these units is the development of materials which
will relate a_behavioral sequence to other areas of
investigation in environmental science. Some of the
following suggestions could function as "idea-
bridges" between the behavior factor and the other
factors.

These suggestions are offered as ways of increas-
ing the flexibility of this unit. They may provide stu-
dents with ideas for independent investigations or
provide more appropriate activities for higher grade
levels. Some may serve as transitional activities
which could come between this unit and what you
have planned to follow it.

I. Investigating other orga-
nisms whose respiratory
responses vary with tem-
perature change.

The respiratory behavior of frogs can be
easily investigated by the students. The
floor of a frog's mouth moves up and down
as it gulps either air or water. These move-
ments may be counted as were gill and
mouth movements in golru7sh. Frogs can-
not be expected to behave as fish do. Some
very real problems in experimental design
will pose a challenge to the students who
might undertake such an investigation.

14

II. Investigating respiratory
responses among animals
whose temperature does
not vary with the environ-
mental temperature.

One of the easiest organisms to work with
would be the student. There is almos.-. al-
ways a changing temperature in the class-
room over the day. As that temperature in-
creases (it usually will), have the class de-
termine if there is a corresponding change
in student respiratory rate, given approv-
mately the same level of activity over a
period of time. A confusion factor may be
the relative invariance of body tempera-
ture. Respiration rates increase with ac-
tivity, but body temperature does not. Ask
the students how these factors can be ac-
counted for in the design of such an ex-
periment.

III. Investigating respiratory
behavior in response to
stimuli other than temper.
ature variance.

Ask the students what might happen to the
respiratory rate under crowded aquarium
conditions. Do the students think the rate
will vary as light intensity varies?

17



THE BACK OF THE BOOK
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Crickets

Crickets all chirp. We know them best for the
sounds they make in fields or trees during the sum-
mer (day cr night) and perhaps in cr around the
house in aunirna.

The cricl,,ets' coarse chirping should not be con-
fused with the more piping song of tree frogs in
a pond in early spring, or the long, sustained
"breeeee" of the cicada in late summer. Crickets
chirp by rubbing a saw-like comb of one wing against
a sharp ridge on the other wing.

The Chinese built small cages to keep house or
field crickets ( Gryllus sp.) for they thought it lucky
:o have a cricket chirping in the house. Only males
chirp and they sing best when a female is around.
The females can be identified by a long ovipositor
or egg-laying tube at the end of the body which is
used to place eggs in the soil.

field cricket (Gryllus sp.)

16

The true crickets(Gryllus)are easy to keep as pets
although you won't be able to 'each them any tricks.
They will eat just about anything including each
other, and they do not mind a confined space. Feed
them vegetables, fruit, moist bread, meat, dog food
and some bone meal tc prevent cannibalism. An old-
fashioned cage that rks well is a large flower pot
of soil with a lamp chimney confining the crickets.

Gryllus females will lay eggs in moist soil. The
eggs hatch a few weeks later into miniature adults.

Crickets slow down in cool weather, and speed up
in warm weather, like other cold-blooded animals.
This means that chirping will be faster on a warm
day. Much has been made of telling temperature
from cricket chirps. The best indicator is Oecanthus
niveus, a pale green tree cricket which is called the
temperature cricket. If you count the number of
chirps per minute, divide this by four, and add 40,
you get the approximate temperature Fahrenheit.

'ftranummribfrisi
temperature cricket (Oecanthus niveus)

If you want more accuracy, use the following for-
mulas which were worked out by someone who pa-
tiently sat and counted the chirps of crickets at vary-
ing temperatures.
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For field crickets (Gryllus sp.), count the number
of chirps in 14 seconds and add 40.

For the house cricket (Acheta domestica), use the
formula:

T Temperature
N Number of chirps per minute

T 50
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS

Below is a list of the twenty-four titles in the Environmental Discovery
Series. Next to the titles, we have suggested the grades for which each is most
appropriate. We emphasize that these are suggested grade levels. The teacher
is encouraged to adapt the activities to a wide range of grade levels and
subject areas depending upon the interests and abilities of the students.

Order
No. Title

Grade
Level Price

Order
No. Title

79007 Plants in the Classroom 3-6 $1.50 79123 Genetic Variation

79010 Vacant Lot Studies 5-0 1.50 79132 Soil

79025 Differences in Living Things 4-8 1.00 79141 Till Patterns and Graphs

79034 Shadows 1-8 1.00 79150 Plant Puzzles

79043 Wind 3-6 1.50 79109 Brine Shrimp and Their Habitat

79052 Snow and ice 1 -6 1.50 701,8 Nature's Part in Art

79061 Man's HabitatThe City 4-9 1.50 79212 Contour Mapping

79070 Fish and Water Temperature 4-4 1.50 79187 Change in a Small Ecosystem

79089 Oaks, Acorns, Climate and Squirrels 1-6 1.50 79196 Transect Studies

79105 Nature Hunt Spec. Ed. K-1 1.00 79:03 Stream Profiles

79098 Sampling Button Populations 3-9 1.00 79221 Color and Change

79114 The Rise and Fall of a Yeast Community 6-9 1.00 79230 Outdoor Fun for Students

It you would like a free brochure describing activities in the individual units, write:

The National Wildlife Federation
Educational Servicing
1412 18th Street, N.W.

Yashington, D. C. 20036

Grade
Level Price

4-9 51.50

2-9 1.50

1-2 1.00

1.50

1-5 1.50

3-6 1.50

4-9 1.50

5-9 1.50

3.4 1.50

4-9 1.00

K-2 1.00

1-12 1.50

Written and developed by:

NWF
John Cary Stone
James D. Davis
Wendy Kay
Phil Nicholson
Tom L Smith

MESF
Edmund Bray
Barbara Clark
Robert Collins
Joann Current
John Heitkamp
David Jones

Karen Jostad
Edward Landin
Richard Myshak
Michael Naylon
Robert O'Hara
Noreen Teachout
Carl Vogt
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